What is your inquiry topic? State as a question.

__________________________________________________________________________?

Circle the key terms/concepts above.

1st key term: ______________________ and possible synonyms: ______________________
2nd key term: ______________________ and possible synonyms: ______________________
(optional)3rd key term: ______________________ and possible synonyms: ______________________

Using your Research Guide: https://libguides.grace.edu/Freshmanfoundations

Put your first key term or one of its synonyms in CREDO Search box. What did you learn?

Search on your second term in CREDO and your third, if you have one. What did you learn?

Look at the Mind Map. Do you have any addition keywords to add to your list? Do so.

Open Academic Search Premier, Advanced Search.

Use your best terms to search here putting your first concept on the first line with “OR” between the synonyms and your second concept on the second line with “OR” between the synonyms.
How many potential articles did you receive (search results)? ______________

Are there limiters (limit your results) that you could use? [i.e. subject, source type, year] Check out the left side of the results screen. What will you use and why? How does that affect your results?

Looking at some of your results, how would you modify your search? Different terms? (look at the Subject Terms on your best results).

Continue to refine your search until you get results that match your research topic. What subject terms and limits did you have to use get these results?

Each group member must identify 3 DIFFERENT articles and cite them using www.zbib.org or the Cite button in Academic Search Premier. Make sure it is correct. Paste the 3 citations below. Why did you choose these articles and what new questions do you have because of reading these articles?